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Grand Scales
Q u a r t e r l y

H

ello and welcome! First off, I hope you have had a chance to visit our newly designed web site for GSQ
(www.grandscales.com). I have added a bunch of articles and links and things I hope you will enjoy. Please let
me know what you think about it. Like this issue, all future issues of the newsletter will be available there for
you to download at your convenience.
Next I will be redoing the 7+RAILROADER website. If you have any suggestions for improving it, or would
like to see something in particular added, then please let me know. In the future we hope to add video clips to both sites
as well. We’ll keep you posted.
Have you visited the Discover Live Steam photo contest? Voting ends the first week of December. As usual,
there are some great photos entered. Take a peek at http://www.discoverlivesteam.com/photocontest/index.htm and vote
for your favorites.
Lastly, Have YOU enjoyed one of our DVD programs? If so, we would love to hear your comments and to use
them on our web site. If you are interested in sharing your thoughts, please send me an e-mail or letter with permission
to use your comments. Please also indicate if we can use your name, City and State.
Thank you!

PS- I have a new e-mail address. You can still contact me at mainline@sunset.net for a short while. But in the future,
please use srobinson@theskybeam.com. Please make note of this in your spam filters so I can still contact you when
future issues of the newsletter are available. Thanks!

CELEBRITIES AND THEIR TOYS

B

y now you may have heard that rocker Rod Stewart
has his Three Rivers City model railway
featured on the December 2007 cover
of Model Railroader magazine. One of
Stewart’s chief loves is his perfect scale model
of New York City, complete with 26 miniature
trains, more than 100 skyscrapers and, of
course, one or two football pitches. Ex-wife
Rachel Hunter once claimed the miniature
railway was the real reason behind their
eventual split. “He spent all his spare time
playing with his Flying Scotsman,” she complained. However, Rod has always denied
the claim, saying railways are “important –
but only after family, music and football”. Hmmm . . . at
any rate, it’s an impressive layout and worth a look. You
can pick up copies of Model Railroader at many bookstores
and hobby shops.
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MAIL BAG

W

e were asked by HIT Entertainment in NY if we
could take Thomas, Annie & Clarabel to the
Orange Empire Railway Museum in Perris,
CA, for the second weekend of their Day Out With
Thomas on November 17 & 18, 2007.
(http://www.oerm.org/pages/dowt_main.html)
Tony Martin visited the previous weekend event
and spoke with the museum president, Tom Berensen and
agreed that the space made available was suitable. We had
been given an approx size of 60’ x 60’(18 x 18 meters)
area of tarmac(asphalt), next to the Bob The Builder stage
show marquee.
Tony built an oval specially designed for the area
track of approx 192’(58.5 meters), and completed Annie
& Clarabel in the week between the two events.
Tony and I met in Perris on Fri 16th, and laid the
track, unloaded Thomas, Annie & Clarabel and made sure
that Thomas was operating OK. Tony had also had the
idea of building a radio control unit, to maximize the
number of passengers per ride. This hadn’t been done

before with a miniature railway(as far as we knew), but
the unit worked fine.
We were away from the main Thomas area and
events, behind the Bob the Builder show and were told
that probably wouldn’t find us until after the first Bob
show at 11:00. Not true! We arrived at 8a.m. each morning and were running passengers from approx 8:30 until
4:30 each day.
The ride consisted of two laps, with Thomas coming slowly down the last straight to enable parents to get
pictures whilst he was in the shade. Each ride with turn-
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around took approx 3 minutes, and
we estimate that we moved 2000+
passengers on each day.
The queue (line) went along
the front of the Bob marquee and then
disappearing off round and down the
side of the marquee.
I am very very pleased with
the event and how it went, there was
a lot of interest in our Thomas. Kids
didn’t want to leave; they were hugging Thomas and everybody wanted
to have their photo taken with him
after the ride, which we tried to
accommodate. A large number of people asked if Thomas could be purchased to have in their back yard to hold birthday parties,
take him to state fairs etc. We had comments like “the big
Thomas is awesome” but this is the real Thomas, and I
feel that was simply because of the size ratio of child to
Thomas, and that he had Annie & Clarabel behind him.
There was no advertising done for the event, parents were asking if we would be back next year, we had
made children’s days, so many photos and videos being
taken, I’m going to keep an eye on You Tube as at least
one will probably end up on there.
Thanks to all at HIT who made it possible, for us
it proved that our belief in our product has been justified.
Just need to sell a few now!
Regards,
Dave Dean, Senior VP - Marketing
Complete Miniature Railways Ltd
Thought your readers might like to
know that we have bells in the following diameters available: 4" (7-1/2#), 6"
(24#), 8" (42#), 12" (125#) & 16"
(310#) Features include: Cast bronze
bell used by the railroads of the 1800's,
machined to exact specifications, handpolished to a mirror finish, and coated
with special clear wax to prevent tarnishing and fingerprinting. Solid cast-iron frame, yoke, and dual crank arm
levers, hand-finished and painted with six coats of gloss
black enamel. Solid cast-iron, fully
lubricated and hand assembled rotating journals providing
360 degree movement. Solid brass removable oil cups.
Stainless steel nuts, studs, clapper bolt, and washers all
buffed and polished. Hardwood bases available, upon
request. If any one has questions, I would be happy to
help.
Regards,
Steve Patton
Classic Train Works 704 /357-8850
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GRAND SCALES ON A BUDGET

FABRICATED WHEELS
By Jim Alves
“MAN, I NEED WHEELS!”

ter”. Picking items out of the scrap heap does take
time. Especially if you want some idea of what you’re
hus, the cry of the lone- getting. My rules are: 1) It’s gotta be identifiable —the
ly Grand Scale modeler. grade of metal / paint code / embossed / stamped numClose behind “Rail!” bers, etc. (or at least obviously soft enough to work).
comes “Wheels!”
2) It must be in good enough shape to use. 3) It has to
be in small enough chunks to handle.
As most railroads found
out, soft gray iron castings don’t last long “in service”. PREPARING THE MATERIALS
John White’s book on “American Locomotives”
(Dover Publications) has some very interesting numFor some 10” diameter tread wheels, I found a
bers. Back in the 19th century a wheel could get few 10 3/4” od., 1 1/8” wall pipe “cut-offs” (that’s
between 30,000 to 50,000 miles before wearing schedule 160 in the catalog). My poor old bandsaw
enough to be “re-turned” to profile. Reducing this to had a devil of a time -could only cut partially into the
5” scale/10” diameter wheel, we should get 8,500 stock before “fouling” on the guides. I had to roll the
miles on an iron wheel . . . only trouble is —we don’t item and commence cutting again. After some time
run on IRON track . . . but STEEL. As a result, those -success! - rings of 10 3/4” diameter by 2 3/8” long
iron bits get the stuffing knocked outta them. Erich steel.
Thomsen figured on less than 4,000 miles. OK . . . in
Using some 3/4” and 1” plate, I torch cut some
daily service, six runs a day, on a 2 mile round-trip, 8 3/4” o.d. x 2 3/4” i.d “doughnuts”. These form the
that’s less than 1 year, then back to the big lathe!
inside of the wheel. The center “hub” came from solid
Going to steel wheels increases this mileage 3” shafting cut into 2 3/4” lengths on the band saw.
figure immensely. But most of us can’t afford the
Let’s assume you want to build this wheel
$150.00 plus per wheel, that an alloy casting costs. with essentially the same materials. You would go to
Those that can . . . well, they’ re probably chucklin’ at these notes.
Gray cast iron runs about
15,000-18,000 pounds tensile strength.
Mild steel, say 1010 to 1020, runs
60,000 pounds or better. 4130/4140
grade hits 90,000 pounds tensile
strength (annealed). So, even going to a
mild steel wheel over a gray iron casting
should get you several more years and
many more miles of service.

T

GETTING THE MATERIALS
Now, most of the time, I spend my
“bean-n-bread” money on my “hobby”.
(Haven’t won any lotteries or “Lost
Wages” jackpots!) So, I head to where I
can get steel the cheapest: the “remnant” pile or the “junque/recycling cenRIDING RAILWAYS NEWSLETTER
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the lathe and prepare the “doughnuts” for welding.
“What?” you say, “can’t I just stick ‘em together?”
NOPE. Both the outside and inside diameters of the
doughnut need to be beveled on both sides to allow a
complete weld at the joints. Thus the 3 pieces become
a homogeneous whole.
Grip the inside first, machining the outside to a
90 degree “point”. This should just squeeze into the
“rings”. The gap should be no more than 1/16”, but
less is okay. Now, re-chuck and bore the i.d. to fit the
3” hub. Again, cut a bevel, as before. Here also up to
1/16” clearance is okay but “spot-on” is even better.
WELDING SEQUENCE
As we need over 11” on the top of the flange,
the pipe tread needs to be built up a bit with a weld
bead of 3/16” to 1/4” proud there. Mark off where it’s
needed, and make this the first weld. (Do not try to
weld this after the rest of the wheel has been fabricated —or try to add on more than 1” of bead. The
proto-wheel will crack!) Use 3/16”, 7018 rod, reverse
polarity D.C. (If you don’t know what this means, find
somebody who can help you.) I don’t use “Wire feed”
or “MIG”. I’ve busted off
more of that pigeon-poop
than I care to mention.
For the second weld,
place the “Doughnut” inside
the pipe ring, using wire or
steel bits to shim it in place.
Tack weld in 3 or 4 places,
then turn up the juice. You
need to fully penetrate with
your weld bead. If you don’t,
grind it out, and try again. I
sometimes use 1/8” —6010
or 7018 really “cranked
up”.You have to melt into the
pipe and doughnut completely. After getting your “root
pass” right, clean out both
sides, and start filling in the
bevel.
It’s a good idea to do
a pass on one side, then turn
over, and do a pass on the
other, bouncing back and
RIDING RAILWAYS NEWSLETTER

forth. When you’ve filled up the bevel add a couple
more passes on the “ring” side for machining. Make
sure you clean out the slag between passes —you’re
trying to do a solid weld.
All this welding really heats up the assembly,
so dropping in the 3” diameter hub piece should be a
snap! Tack weld in a couple places, as before: clean,
and start your root pass. Again, you want to fully penetrate both the doughnut and the hub piece. When you
think you have it, clean it completely, then start filling
in. Remember to clean between passes, and alternate
sides. Add more “wash passes” after you’ve filled the
beveled area, to give you something to beautify.
At this point, you’re tired and very hot. You
can cool yourself off with water, but don’t do that with
this weldment! Let it cool slowly —bury it in ashes, or
under an asbestos blanket or heated firebrick. Give it 8
to 10 hours, or more, before playing with it.
If you’ve done your work well, a solid wheel
fab-met results. However, one out of ten will go
“plink” or “crack”. “Vee” it out with a grinder and fill
it in. Very rarely will the crack be more than a couple
inches. Anything more than 3” long should be telling
you something (poor metal, poor rods, poor welding,
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or a combo of each). If it’s more than a quarter of the plugging and using the live center on the rear of the
way round —sorry. It will be better to scrap it. You’d hub you can then grip inside and finish your flange
spend more hours repairing it, than doing another one. surfaces.
There you go! Not as easy as throwing money
MACHINING
at it . . . but not as hard as chucking up 100 pound biscuits of 11” diameter steel, and chips all over. Just
Let’s assume it’s doing okay. After cooling, remember to do your final “clean-up” on the axle
chuck up in the lathe. There are lots of ways to between centers after pressing.
machine wheels. Just treat it like a lump of steel, and
I hope this is of some help to you. If you’re on
carry on. Personally, I face the back first and rough the a budget and want to make serviceable wheels with a
back of the flange, getting the flange o.d. close. Then respectable appearance, this is one method that has
face the back hub and rough the inside to “close”. worked well.
Then, re-chucking on the flange o.d., I get the tread
diameter, face and rough bore the hub.
Jim Alves has been long-time member of the GSQ famAfter getting the tread and flange root, I can ily, and is a regular metal choppin’ and weldin’ manitaper the tread and finish bore or ream the hub. (This ac. We hope he’ll share more of his ideas with us in the
keeps the tread and bore reasonably parallel to each future.
other!) I then rough the profile on the inner face, but
keep enough of the straight surface on the inside of the Note: This article was originally published in GSQ
tread to “chuck up”. By turning the wheel around, issue no. 9.

LOOK! A COUPON!
530 527 0141
GSQ

ROBINSON A ND
ASSOCIATES

This note is worth $5
towards purchase of DVD
from Robinson & Assoc.

DVD PRODUCTIONS

Gregory Robinson

2007
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Expires
01-31-08
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This here coupon will SAVE
you $5 on your next DVD
order with us! But you need
to use it before Jan. 31,
2008. Good on any DVD that
we produce (How To Fire A

Steam Loco Vol 1 and 2 not
included. One coupon per person
please.) Ordering by phone, just
mention the coupon! Thanks!
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WHAT DO THE PROFESSIONALS KNOW
ABOUT BUILDING RAILROADS?
Building a Grand Scale railroad requires a great deal of time
and effort. And it requires a great deal of knowledge.
Wouldn’t it be great if there was an affordable way to learn
from the professionals — to, in effect, have your own private
education? And what if you could receive this education in
your own home? NOW YOU CAN! Starting now you will learn:

or
d f nd
o
o
a
G
te
a
v
i
ial
pr
erc
m
com ways
rail

Why and how you should pre-bend rail before laying it
The tools that are most useful for bending rail
When are plastic ties most useful?
How to lay rail quickly
Tips on rebuilding locomotives and machining new parts

You will learn the ins and outs of laying track the way the
professionals at the Hillcrest Shops do it. Ed Youngling will
share thoughts on rebuilding locomotives and many of the shop
tips he has learned through years of experience and hard work.
All delivered directly to you.

Can you answer these important
questions regarding insurance?

?
?
?

Why is it harder to insure your railroad than your home?
VITA
Does your club insurance cover you?
L
ANS
WER
What questions do you NEED to ask your agent?
EVER S FOR
YON
E!
Mike Deeble can and does answer these tough questions in his
information packed seminar! Plus Mike shares many more points
of vital interest to railroad owners and operators.
Paul Garin of Roll Models steps up to share with you knowledge
that he uses in his business every day when he teaches you
about Fluid Drive Systems. Watch and listen as Paul teaches
How to plumb hydraulic systems
How hydraulics work
How to run a locomotive with a fixed displacement
pump system
What formulas you can use when designing your system
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No doubt such an education would be of great value to you. In
fact, some might even say PRICELESS. If you were to pay each
individual for his time and expertise, you would easily pay
many thousands of dollars. We are pleased to provide this
informative series for a small fraction of that.
Another person who you will learn a great deal from is Cagney
historian and mechanical engineer, Don Micheletti. Don shares
some of his vast knowledge on the history and operation of
Cagney locomotives. For instance,

"
"
"
"

When did Cagney begin production and for what reason?
What is the difference between a class D and E engine?
What gauges did they build?
What makes a Cagney unique?

Wouldn’t you agree that the information presented
here would be well worth owning? And wouldn’t it be
wonderful to have this information on hand for current and future projects? Fortunately you can have
all of this mailed directly to you! Your very own
university class in your living room! The GRAND
SCALES UNIVERSITY volume 1 is now available! So why
wait? Call 530-527-0141 to order your program today.
There is even more on the way! In a very short while
two other volumes will be available. These will
include
GRAND SCALES UNIVERSITY volume 2

Robert Frank of Sonoma Traintown as he discusses commercial operations
The history of the Swanton Pacific and Wabash
Frisco & Pacific Railways
Boilers with Paul Boschan
Switch Construction with Hillcrest Shops
Sheet Metal Forming with master builder Jack
Bodenmann
GRAND SCALES UNIVERSITY volume 3

History of the Redwood Valley Rwy. by the
founder’s daughter, Ellen Thomsen
Automatic Air Brakes with Sean Bautista
The Basic 0-4-0 with designer Chris Allen
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The History of the Miniature Train Company with MTC
Historian L. Andrew Jugle
And a fascinating look into Hollywood magic as the
late Jack Sessums shares how he destroyed trains for
the movies.
S?

ION

ST
QUE

Have questions? Send us an e-mail (mainline@sunset.net) or call
530-527-0141 today. We’ll be happy to discuss this useful and
entertaining series with you.
Ok, but now you may be wondering how much you would have to
pay to have your very own copy the Grand Scales University
series. Many technical training series cost several hundreds of
dollars. And this series would be well worth every penny! But
we don’t want to charge you that much. We are pleased to offer
the Grand Scales University series to you for only $50 per twodisk volume. All three volumes can be yours for only $150 plus
shipping.
When you consider the cost to build or operate a Grand Scale
operation, you can no doubt see that $50 is a VERY modest
investment for such information. The entertainment value alone
is worth that price! The education is, well, priceless. Don’t
wait. Order volume 1 today by calling 530-527-0141, use the
attached order form or order on-line at www.grandscales.com.

YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU MIGHT FIND IN STORAGE!
LONG LOST COPIES OF BACK ISSUES OF THE ORIGINAL 7+NARROW
GAUGER! While cleaning out our storage area we ran across 25 bound copies of the
7+NARROW GAUGER (the earliest version of the 7+RAILROADER). These contain the
first 4 years (16 issues), including lots of drawings and photos. We are selling these for $40
(plus $5 s/h) each and once they are gone, they are gone. Order your copy today by calling 530-527-0141 or write it in on the order form on the last page. California res. please add
7.25% sales tax. ONLY 10 COPIES REMAINING . . . Order Today

Riding Railway Newsletter is published each month by Robinson &
Associates as a special service to
our paid subscribers of the Grand
Scales Quarterly and 7+RAILROADER magazines.
Robinson & Associates
PO Box 8953
Red Bluff, CA 96080 USA
530-527-0141

Fax: 530-527-0420
www.grandscales.com
www.7plusrailroader.com
Your submissions are always welcome, both for this electronic
newsletter and for our print publications. Please send information
to the address above or to
mainline@sunset.net.
The information is prepared with
the best efforts of the publisher
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and authors. The publisher makes
no warranty of any kind, express or
implied, regarding the information,
ideas, and suggestions found
herein.
Advertisements are welcome. To
receive advertising information,
send an e-mail request to mainline@sunset.net.
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Placements of advertisements in
this journal do not indicate the publisher’s endorsement of any particular product or service.
© 2007,
Robinson & Associates
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GIF T SHOP
NEW DVDs and More!

TR AIN MOUNTAIN
REVISITED
The 2006 TM Triennial was even larger and more spectacular
than in years past. This
program takes us back
to Train Mountain to
enjoy this world class
event. Surprise footage
features the world
record setting operations!
$29.95

RIDING R AILWA Y UNI VERSITY VOL 3
The Fine Art of Laying
Track –Mark Flitton
ABC’s of Tender
Building –Don Orr
Proposed North
American Safety
Standards –Quentin
Breen
Stability Problems &
Solutions –Bill Donovan
The Sum of Parts –Paul Lavacot
RGS 20 Project: Three Years Later
–Tom Artzberger
Boiler Inspection - Pat Durand
$39.95 (2 disk set - over 5
hours of instruction)

RIDING R AILWA Y
UNIVERSITY VOL 4
“Curves You Can
Bank On” –Glenn
Peterson
Steel Car Construction
–Paul Vernon
Machine Shop Tips
–Jim Boyer
Updated Operations at
TM –Russ Wood

Details Details –From On30 to 2.5”
Scale –Peter Moseley
Building a K-27 –Kevin Doe
How to Cripple Your Locomotive
–Cal Tinkham
$39.95 (2
disk set - over 5 hours of instruction)

TEXAS LIVE STEAM DVD
Come on y’all and
visit three of the nicest
7.5” gauge railroads in
the glorious state of
Texas! You’ll be
impressed with the
size and quality of
Nick Edward’s newly
built Wimberley
Blanco & Southern. You’ll learn about
large scale Operations at Roy Pickard’s
down-home Comanche & Indian Gap.
And you’ll really enjoy the welcoming
atmosphere at Terry McGrath’s
Annetta Valley & Western. A must for
Texans and for anyone interested in
seeing how live steam railroading
should be done.
$29.95

ful drive rods and steel
wheels. You'll enjoy the
dramatic scenery and
hearing the engineer
describe what it's like to
run a steam engine over a railroad he
has worked on for decades. And there is
no sound in the world like a lonesome
steam whistle echoing through the pine
trees.
DVD $19.95
Companion Audio CD $9.95

PACIFIC COAST
RR ROUND UP DVD
The Pacific Coast is a private railroad
on the Central
California coast. It is
opened to the public
only once each year, as
a fund raiser for the San
Luis Obispo Railway
Museum. This DVD
takes you aboard the
charming narrow gauge train. It features vintage steam engines (including
the one that was in the opening shots of
Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman TV show
with Jane Seymour). The coaches are
genuine Disney coaches - the first
coaches to be used in service at
Disneyland. Great for railfans, narrow
gaugers, families, Disney enthusiasts
and anyone else who would just enjoy a
good show. Approx. 1 hour with bonus
features.
$19.95.

STEAM ON THE
MOUNTAIN DVD
There aren't many
places left where a
steam engine can be
seen working on the
very rails it did when it
was brand new. In
Steam on the Mountain
you'll see a 1914
Baldwin Mikado working the same
grades in the shadow of the same
mountain it saw over ninety years ago.
You'll ride in the cab with the engineer
and the fireman as they reign in the
power of a loud, bucking "iron horse".
You'll see close-up shots of the power-
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MORE GIFT ITEMS
ON-LINE
www.grandscales.com
www.7plusrailroader.com
Robinson & Associates
PO Box 8953, Red Bluff, CA
96080 USA
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Bill To: ______________________________________

Ship To: ______________________________________

Address: _____________________________________

Address:_______________________________________

City: ___________________ St. _____ Zip__________

City: ___________________ St. _____ Zip____________

Phone: __________________________ Ext. ________

Phone: _____________________________ Ext. _______

E-Mail Address: _______________________________

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Please charge my: [ ] Visa

[ ] Mastercard

[ ] Discover Card

[ ] Check enclosed

Credit Card #:______________________________________________ Exp. Date:_________________

Robinson &
Associates
PO Box 8953
Red Bluff, CA 96080

or call
530-527-0141

Name on Card:_____________________________________________ 3 dig. security code:_________
Signature: ___________________________________________________________________________
Grand Scales Unviversity
Vol. 1 DVDs NEW!

____ 50.00

Grand Scales Unviversity
Vol. 2 DVDs NEW!

____ 50.00

Grand Scales Unviversity
Vol. 3 DVDs NEW!
Engineering Handbook

$___________
Steam on the Mountain DVD

____ 19.95

$___________

$___________

Steam on the Mountain
Audio CD

____

$___________

____ 50.00

$___________

Pacific Coast
Railroad Round Up DVD

____ 19.95

____ 12.00

$___________

How to Fire A Steam
Locomotive, Vol 1 DVD

____

19.95

$___________

Civil Engineering/ Outdoor RRs____ 23.95

$___________
19.95

$___________

____ 29.95

$___________

How to Fire A Steam
Locomotive, Vol 21 DVD

____

Train Mountain REVISITED
2006 DVD NEW!
Train Mountain Triennial
2003 DVD

____ 29.95

$___________

Little Railways of the World
Book - Frederic Shaw

____

30.00

$___________

Riding Railway University,
Vol. 3 DVDs NEW!

____

39.95

$___________

Saga of the Overfair
Railway Pacifics book

____

9.00

$___________

Riding Railway University,
Vol 4 DVDs NEW!

____ 39.95

$___________

Collectible Pin - GSQ

____

5.00

$___________

Collectible Pin - 7+RR

____

5.00

$___________

Riding Railway University,
Vol. 1 DVDs

____ 39.95

$___________

Maroon mug - GSQ logo

____

5.00

$___________

Riding Railway University,
Vol. 2 DVDs

____ 39.95

$___________

RENEW my US sub to
____
Grand Scales Quarterly magazine

25.00

$___________

Texas Live Steam DVD

____ 29.95

$___________

Renew my US sub to the
____
7+RAILROADER magazine

22.00

$___________

Big Little Railways
Continued DVD

____ 29.95

$___________

International Sub to the
____
Grand Scales Quarterly magazine

35.00

$___________

The Magic of Grand Scale
Railroading DVD

____ 29.95

$___________

International sub to the
7+RAILROADER magazine

32.00

$___________

SHIPPING AND HANDLING
$5 for one or two items
$8.50 for 3 or more items
FREE SHIPPING IN US FOR ORDERS OVER
$100! (No s/h charge for subscriptions)
Shipping for international orders may be higher.
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____

9.95

$___________

Sub Total
Ca. Sales Tax (7.25%)
Shipping

$__________
$__________
$__________

TOTAL

$__________
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